Dear Sasha and Robert;

here are two more reports very brief because there is little to say - The copies you have you may keep as I have another

please see that Andrew gets one of these copies and I guess Sasha is collecting so he should have the other one;

**MMDA** 130 mg
an experienced person in the use of drugs;
complete neurological done 1 hr prior to treating was completely neg - care fully looked for was nystagmus - he showed a slight physiol nys in extremes of lateral gaze - 1 1/2 hrs after the drug he showed about the same amount and the balance of the neural testing showed no difference from that of 2 1/2 hrs earlier
his bp which was 145/90 to start was unchanged
he only experiences a bit of tingling in his arms and legs and a slight sense that his hands were trembling, this was not objectively confirmed during the neural testing
he had no hallucin etc

**MDA**
the subject who is sensitive to as much as 8mcgm of LSD noted the following within 30 minutes of injection of 20mg of the drug
a sense of tension in the chest not unpleasant, increased accessibility to affect with some crying appropriate to the occasion. The enlarged third dimensionality of the music and slight unsteadiness in locomotion - also the usual tendency to introvert and withdraw.
these effects seemed to be the equivalent of about 10 to 15 mcgm of LSD and lasted 7 or 8 hours with the peak at 1 1/2 to 2 hours.

I will be publishing a paper with Agnes on ritalin and LSD and CO2 gas soon as I can get my part of it written

Comment was made ~ April 17/66 by Boyd and friend Steven Freeman by knowledge of MMDA experiments, one ♀ and either one or three♂.
220mg each. Female early onset - male on later - lasting much of the night.